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I actually was going
to meet with
Michael myself just
like live tried to
meet with
everybody relevant
but I started getting
this attitude from
him and people like
they were doing me
a favor by meeting
with me and
somehow here I am
representing a
governor who got
almost 100% of the
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almost 100% of the
vote in the primary
and they were
acting like I was
sucking up to them.
The bottom line is is
I told you this can
happen one of two
ways either we
work together and
include people that
we trust and also
happen to be
Trump and Cruz
supporters or we
just put whoever
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just put whoever
we want to on there
have a big fight and
end up in the
contest committee
in Cleveland. And
like I told you I can
•
•
promise my cousin
and anybody else if
they even so much
as raise their voice
they're going to be
outside in the
parking lot and they
won't be back in
and no I won't be
_re_movina tbem_
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contest committee
in Cleveland. And
like I told you I can
•
•
promise my cousin
and anybody else if
they even so much
as raise their voice
they're going to be
outside in the
parking lot and they
won't be back in
and no I won't be
removing them
somebody with a
gun and a badge
will be
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